Forest Fire Smoke Recognition Based on Gray Bit Plane Technology
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Abstract

Traditional smoke recognition based on HSI model or frame differentiation method can not reach the effect of real-time processing due to large amount of computation and requirement of too many images. A kind of automatic method for recognizing forest fire smoke based on gray bit plane aiming at to improve the real-time performance is proposed, analyze the gray information of forest fire smoke and use method combining gray bit plane with adaptive area of forest fire smoke, first, build gray bit plane of smoke image, and then calculate combing with the characteristics reflected by smoke information in each bit plane in order to improve the real-time performance and finally obtain the area of forest fire smoke. Experimental results show that the accuracy of recognizing area by analyzing and calculating gray bit plane is consistent with the traditional method, which takes a shorter time in processing and has actual application prospect to a certain degree.
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1. Introduction

The occurrence of forest fire is mainly monitored by equipment combining far infrared and visible light in domestic at present [1], as the rapid development of image processing technology and increment of various kinds of algorithms for forest fire smoke recognition, it becomes possible to use image processing technology to rapidly and effectively monitor the occurrence of forest fire. The common smoke recognition methods include method based on neural network, method based on block segmentation and SVM, method based on least squares support vector machine, method based on wavelet transform and sparse optical flow and method based on multiple features, etc., in which method based on neural network uses three laser beams with different wavelength as the input of neural network and “fire smoke” as well as “factors nothing to do with fire” as the output of neural network, selects data from attenuation influence experiment on multi-wavelength laser caused by typical fire smoke and factors nothing to do with fire, and finally realize the smoke recognition [2-4]; method based on block segmentation and SVM uses block division and background difference method to
obtain suspicious smoke areas according to the changing rules of color and brightness which smoke represents in RGB and HSV color space, uses main motion direction and ratio of high frequency and low frequency of energy in suspicious smoke and corresponding background area as the foundation to construct SVM classifier, and finally realize the smoke recognition, which is applicable to various fire detection scenarios [5-9]; method based on least squares support vector machine does a secondary segmentation to suspicious smoke area, uses color features, correlation coefficient and area changing as the input vector, which reduces the dimension of input vector, shortens the training dimension and finally achieve a faster classifying speed and a higher recognition rate [10-12]; method based on wavelet transform and sparse optical flow uses method combining block division and adaptive background to build brightness change model in RGB and HSV space as well as divides suspicious smoke area, then analyze the ratio of high frequency and low frequency of energy in suspicious background and smoke area by the two-dimensional discrete wavelet transform, finally realize the smoke recognition through tracing motivate area by sparse optical flow method [13-15]; method based on multiple features uses HSI space combining with actual smoke images to segment smoke, extract feature of suspicious pixel aiming at the smoke characteristics including correlate coefficient, irregular shape and translucency, method combining with each eigenvalue to recognize smoke improves the recognition rate [16-18].

Usually, neural network, frame difference and HSI model are selected to recognize forest fire smoke among the above smoke recognition methods. Method based on neural network needs large amount of data for training in the prophase which is applied to the single environment; network needs to be retrained when environment or scenario is changing, therefore, it can not satisfy the requirement of real-time to a certain degree; method based on frame difference can solve the inconvenience caused by scenario changing under the application of neural network, but it needs at least two images in order to get results, and the image can not shake, otherwise the frame difference method will fail; method based on HSI model can obtain the result by only one single image, but it needs to do some switch operation between RGB and HSI of the image in advance, so it takes a longer processing time. Method combining gray bit plane and adaptive area in this paper can detect the suspicious forest fire smoke area in a single image with less computation and realize the automatic recognition of it.

2. Smoke Gray Plane Modeling

An image of visible light contains large amount of information in which gray information can reflect the brightness degree of pixels. Image obtained by infrared device is grayscale image; therefore, gray information can be directly obtained from this kind of images. However, image obtained by visible light device is usually saved as format based on RGB color model; it needs to calculate the R, G, B value of each pixel by formula (1) in order to get the gray value of each pixel in the RGB image. Formula (1) is defined as:

\[ G_i(x, y) = \frac{R + G + B}{3} \]  

(1)
In which, $G_i(x, y)$ is the gray value of the pixel point $i$ (with decimal format), R, G, B is respectively the value of red, green, blue.

The research can be continued only if the gray information of an image is obtained.

Grayscale bitmap divides the gray value according to binary values, for example, the corresponding binary value of a gray level with 255 is 1111111, and a grayscale bitmap can be obtained by dividing every bit of an image in binary format, which is shown in Figure.1. Bitmap can represent different kinds of information which can not be reflected by grayscale image, which is gray bit plane.

Detail steps to construct gray bit plane are described as follows:

(1) a piece of video is composed of frames with number $i$, each frame has gray levels with number $2^k$. The gray value of pixel point $(x, y)$ is $G_i(x, y)$ which can be defined as:

$$G_i(x, y) = b_k 2^k + b_{k-1} 2^{k-1} + \cdots + b_1 2 + b_0$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

In which, $b_k = 0$ or $b_k = 1, 0 \leq k \leq K - 1$.

(2) in binary format, each pixel is composed of K bits, image composed of value $b_k$ of the same bit per pixel is the corresponding gray bit plane image of bit with number k, let K=8, then there exists 8 gray bit plane images corresponding to it, in which the gray bit plane in lowest level is $g_0(x, y)$ which mainly reflect the detail information of an image and the highest one is $g_7(x, y)$ which mainly reflect the overall information of an image. The 8 gray bit plane images of forest fire smoke based on visible light are shown in Figure 1. Among which Figure 1.A is the original image and corresponding gray image; Figure 1.B is the bitmaps of low level from first to fourth; Figure1.C is the bitmaps of high level from fifth to eighth.

It can be seen that the detail information of an image reflected by gray bit plane in different levels is various.

A. The original image and gray image
B. The first to the fourth bitmap

B. The fifth to the eighth bitmap

Figure 1. Gray bit plane graph

3. Suspicious Forest Fire Smoke Region Detection Method based on Bit Plane Graph

Information of forest fire smoke can be extracted according to the characteristics of gray bit plane we get, and in order to use information of high level in an image more accurate
before extraction, it needs to weaken information of low level and use measures of stabilize or smooth information of high level to preprocess the image [19-21].

This paper uses mean filtering to process the gray image [22]. The filter is a method commonly used in image denoising, which uses the average value of gray values of several pixels in the neighborhood to replace the gray value of the current pixel in order to reduce the sharp changes of gray value, first, set the image function as:

\[ Z(i, j) = T(i, j) + x(i, j) \]  

(3)

In which, \( T(i, j) \) is the image information function, \( x(i, j) \) is the noise function. Then, use the smooth formula to calculate which can be defined as:

\[ \tilde{Z}(i, j) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{4} Z(i, j) = \frac{1}{N} (\sum_{i=1}^{4} T(i, j) + x(i, j)) \]  

(4)

In which, \( N = 4 \), according to the analysis of probability and statistics, the noise variance is:

\[ D\left( \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{4} x(i, j) \right) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{4} D(x(i, j)) = \frac{1}{N} \sigma^2 \]  

(5)

In which, \( D \) is the variance operation, \( \sigma^2 \) is the noise variance without processing of neighbor smoothing. The noise variance through processing of neighbor smoothing reduces \( N \) times in order to achieve the effect of noise reduction and image smoothing. Figure 2.A is the bit plane graph after being filtered, it can be seen that information of low level is effectively weakened.

As smoke is discrete and moveable, therefore, introduce the motion blurring operator [23] before filtering in order to simulate smoke better, Figure 2.B is the bit plane graph which has added the motion operator and the connectivity of smoke areas is improved.

The two image groups are respectively composed by the original gray image and corresponding bitmaps from first to eighth.
A. Process of mean filtering

B. Process after adding motion blur operator

Figure 2. A plane graph under different conditions

The variance of detail model of an image will reduce N times in the process of denoising by mean filtering, which is suitable for bit plane with blur details. Combining with the analysis and processing in above, the smoke recognition model proposed in this paper can be defined as:

$$\omega(x, y) = g_{K-2}(x, y) \cdot g_{K-4}(x, y)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)
\[ \psi(x, y) = \sum_{k=4}^{K-4} (g_k(x, y) \cdot \omega(x, y) \times 2^{K-k}); \omega(x, y) \neq 0 \]  

(7)

\[ \psi(x, y) = 0; \omega(x, y) = 0 \]  

(8)

In which, \( \omega(x, y) \) is the overall model of smoke, \( \psi(x, y) \) is the detail model of smoke, \( K = 8 \) in this paper. Forest fire smoke model can be quickly calculated by the method.

4. Experimental Verification

In order to validate the performance of this method, use notebook with Intel Core I3, 2GB DDR3 as hardware and Matlab7.0 as software to carry on the simulation experiment, use 10 forest fire videos obtained from a forest farm as the data source which can be divided into two categories: visible light image and far infrared image. Each video contains one kind of smoke scenario which includes forest fire in early and middle stage respectively in wind weather and windless weather. Figure 3 and Figure 4 are the whole process of far-infrared images and visible light images respectively, only processed bit planes whose levels are higher than 3 are listed as the gray bit plane information of low level is weaken by filtering and they do not contain the overall information of smoke.
Figure 3. The results of far infrared video in this paper

A. The original map  B. Third bitmap  C. Fourth bitmap
D. Fifth bitmap  E. Sixth bitmap  F. Seventh bitmap
G. Eighth bitmap  H. Smoke recognition graph

Figure 4. The results of visible light video in this paper

Figure 3.A is the original gray image, and Figure 3.B to Figure 3.G is respectively the bit plane graph corresponding with the third to eighth level, Figure 3.H is the smoke recognition image obtained by using the method proposed in this paper.
In order to prove the method is better than the HSI method, carry out an experiment to compare with HSI model based on discriminate method. Table I is the processing time in different situations and Figure 5 is the comparison result, among which Figure 5.A is the infrared image got by infrared device; Figure 5.B is the gray image converted from infrared image; Figure 5.C is the smoke recognition image processed by HSI method; Figure 5.D is the smoke recognition images processed by method proposed in this paper. It can be seen form the result that the processing speed of method in this paper is faster than HSI method and the effect in smoke region recognition is generally consistent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image type</th>
<th>Fireproof period</th>
<th>The number of images (piece)</th>
<th>The HIS method (s)</th>
<th>This method (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Windy weather</td>
<td>autumn</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>3.483</td>
<td>2.310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In calm weather</td>
<td>autumn</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>3.517</td>
<td>2.427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the initial stage of fire</td>
<td>autumn</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>3.521</td>
<td>2.353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the end of the fire</td>
<td>spring</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>4.256</td>
<td>2.973</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![A. Infrared image](image1.png) ![B. Grayscale image](image2.png) ![C.HSI method](image3.png) ![D. Method in this paper](image4.png)

**Figure 5. Experiment result comparing with HIS**

### 5. Conclusion

The goal of forest fire smoke recognition is to identify smoke timely and accurately. This paper uses gray bit plane to divide images firstly, and use mean filtering to smooth images
and weaken information of low levels in order to guarantee the accuracy of information of high level, and then design the automatic recognition algorithm according to the smoke information reflected by different bit planes. Experimental results show that the method has lower amount of computation and it is able to satisfy the requirement of accuracy and real-time in automatic forest fire smoke recognition.
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